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Executive Department Boston, )

May 28, 1870. ]

I have the honor to transmit herewith, for the information of
the legislature, the reports of the special agents who were sent
to Europe under authority of chapter 201, Acts of 1869 ; the
same being furnished in compliance with the request expressed
in the House Order of April 13, 1870. Previous to the adop-
tion of that Order only verbal reports had been made to me,
and Mr. Walker’s absence from the State necessarily caused
some delay. As his agency was deemed the more important,
and as he spent more time in Europe than Mr. Loud, the latter
desired to see Mr. Walker’s report before making his own. I
deemed this request reasonable, although it caused further
delay, and prevented an earlier transmission of the reports.

WILLIAM CLAFLIN.

of iitoasadjusctts.

To the Honorable the House of Representatives
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New York, April 24,1870.

His Excellency William Claflin, Governor of Massachusetts :—

Sib,—I am in receipt of your letter of the 16th instant,
enclosing a copy of an Order passed by the House of Represen-
tatives on the 13th instant, requesting you to procure from the
special agents sent to Europe under the authority of chapter
201 of the Acts of 1869, a report of their mission.

In compliance with that request I have now the honor to
report.

By an Order of the Council adopted May 6, 1869, I was
appointed “ as agent of the Commonwealth, under the provis-
ions of statutes of 1869, chapter 201, to go to Europe and
negotiate the sale, or hypothecation of bonds of the Common-
wealth,” upon terms and conditions therein stated.

In whatever transactions might be made under said agency,
I was to act in concurrence with Mr. Loud, the Treasurer of
the Commonwealth, so far as there should be opportunity to do
so.

The amount of bonds which I was authorized to sell was
12,000,000, in five per cent, sterling scrip. It was within the
discretion of the Governor and Council to add to this amount
by subsequent instructions.

None of the bonds were to be sold at a less price than 90 per
cent., without the express sanction of the Governor and Coun-
cil first obtained. In case the bonds, or any of them, could
not be sold for so much as the price above named, definite
instructions were to be subsequently given with regard to the
hypothecation or sale of them.

In order to understand the motives for creating this agency,
it may be proper to state some of the circumstances which
attended the sale of the last loan negotiated by the State—the
Hoosac Tunnel loan of 1868 of $3,000,000. Having been, at
that time, chairman of the Finance Committee of the House, I
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reported the bill authorizing this loan, and assisted in its pas-
sage ; and I was cognizant of all the proceedings attending its
negotiation. The loan was offered to competition, and was
awarded to Messrs. Baring Brothers & Co., of London, at
$5.63, in currency, to the pound sterling; being equivalent, at
the then existing prices of gold and sterling exchange, to 88£
per cent, of its par value. The amount sold was only £610,000,
although the equivalent of $3,000,000, at the par of exchange
adoped by the State in its sterling transactions (SLB4) is
£619,800. The residue not sold (£9,800,) has been since
issued, but so far as I am aware, has not been parted with.

At the time of this negotiation, some members of the Execu-
tive Council were understood to favor the appointment of an
agent to sell the loan in Europe; in the hope of saving a por-
tion of the profit on resale, which, in the case of the Bounty
Loan of 1865, (the last sterling loan previously disposed of,)
was understood to have been large.

Among the highest bidders for the loan of 1868 was a Ger-
man house of high respectability, the representatives of which,
both then and afterwards, expressed a strong desire to purchase
and deal in our bonds. Other German houses manifested the
same desire at a later period, and it was believed that a favor-
able market might be found in Germany for any new loans
which the Commonwealth might issue.

The loan of 1868 was introduced upon the London market
by Messrs. Baring, in the summer of that year, and a consid-
erable portion of it was sold by them at a profit of five or six
per cent.* When I accepted the agency in May, 1869, it was
supposed at the State House, that the whole of that loan had
been thus disposed of, and that there were no bonds of the
Commonwealth for sale in London, in first hands, except those
issued to the Boston, Hartford and Erie Railroad Company
under the Act of 1867.

This supposition proved to be erroneous, as I learned on my
arrival in London that about £lOO,OOO of the loan of 1868
was still unsold in the hands of Messrs. Baring, who were sell-
ing it in small sums, and at intervals, to their customers over
the counter. By reason of the whole loan not having been

* This is understood to be more than is usually realized on loans of this character. I
was told by leading brokers that 3 per cent, would be a fair profit on our loans.
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sold by them, it had never been registered upon the books of
the stock exchange, and could not, therefore, be publicly sold
or quoted. The maturity and payment in April and October,
1868, of £ 172,500, of the bonds of the Commonwealth issued
to the Western Railroad Company, probably furnished an out-
let for a considerable part of the .£500,000 of the loan of 1868,
which had been disposed of prior to June, 1869, and enabled
the sellers to get a better pric.e than might have been otherwise
possible. Of the Hartford and Erie loan, out of a total of
£619,800 ($3,000,000) authorized, £160,000 had been issued
and delivered to the officers of the road prior to May 1,1869,

By a contract made in December, 1868, they had agreed to
consign the whole of this loan to Messrs. Baring for sale; but
before accepting the agency of the Commonwealth, I had the
assurance of Mr. Eldridge, the president, and of the leading
directors, that authority should be given me to negotiate for
the sale of these bonds, as well as those of the Commonwealth,
(subject, of course, to the claims of Messrs. Baring for commis-
sions,) and I accepted the agency in that expectation. I was
aware of the importance of selling the two classes of bonds to-
gether, to avoid a dangerous competition between them ; and I
therefore pressed the officers of the road, up to the time of my
departure for Europe, to give me definitive instructions to that
end. In my last interview with Mr. Eldridge, he gave me rea-
son to believe that these instructions would follow me as soon as
he had obtained the legislation which he was then seeking for
an enlargement of the State aid to his road. No such instruc-
tions, however, were ever sent me, and I had, therefore, no cre-
dentials authorizing me to act for the Hartford and Erie Rail-
way. In all my discussions with bankers about the loan, I had
to state the situation of these bonds, as inquiry was uniformly
made, whether any other loan of the Commonwealth could
come into the market in competition with that which I was
offering. I was obliged to assume that some arrangement
would be made to put the Hartford and Erie bonds into the
same hands with ours, being in daily expectation of receiving
the requisite authority.

Finding myself embarrassed by the want of such authority, I
wrote Mr. Eldridge on the subject, on the fourth of August, as
follows: “ I have waited since the adjournment of the legis-
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lature, expecting to hear from you about your bonds, as you
promised to write me definitively after you had got the required
legislation. I have, throughout my investigations, considered
the intei’ests of the State and of the Boston, Hartford and Erie
Railroad Company as identical. A very few weeks’ inquiry
■served to convince me that the two loans must be disposed of
in the same way, and if possible at the same time, if we would
avoid a competition most undesirable for both parties. It
would, I think, be without precedent here to see two loans of
the same State put into the market at the same time, by differ-
ent agents, and it would be sure to awaken suspicion and crit-
icism * * * * * *

“ The Governor telegraphs me that Mr. Loud will come out
in the Russia, arriving in England about the 20th, when I hope
we may be able speedily to decide the disposition to be made of
our part of the loan—but instructions will still be wanted as to
yours, and I hope you will give them as soon as you receive this
letter, either to me or directly to Messrs. Baring by telegraph.”

I received no reply to this letter, and up to the time of leav-
ing London, at the beginning of October, I could not learn that
any instructions had been received by Messrs. Baring as to the
sale of the Hartford and Erie bonds, although they assumed
that if they should bring out our loan on commission, it would
be their duty to bring out an equal amount of Hartford and
Erie bonds at the same time. At the time of writing Mr. El-
dridge I was of opinion that we could sell to better advantage
through the agency of Messrs. Baring, as matters then stood,
than in any other way ; and I so stated to him in my letter.

With reference to the limit of 90 per cent., to which I was
restricted in selling the bonds, it is proper to say that 1 had not
supposed, until the Order in Council was passed, that any limit
would be fixed till I should be able to report the condition of
the market from actual observation. I did not, however, antic-
ipate the embarrassment which this limit afterwards caused me
in my negotiations, for I had strong hope that the loan might
be sold at that price, by awakening a competition between the
English and German houses, which I knew to be desirous of
competing for it.

Though money was not as cheap as in 1868, it was still below
the point which indicates a commercial demand, and it seemed,
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therefore, to be available for foreign loans. United States
bonds had risen more than ten per cent, in London within a
twelvemonth, and our own bonds had borne higher quotations
after the sale by the State of the loan of 1868 than before. I
reasoned, therefore, that there must be a demand for our secu-
rities which would not be oversupplied by the amount of bonds
we had to dispose of. The Bounty Fund Loan rose in July,
1868, to 93, and maintained that quotation till after the pay-
ment of the November interest. The average price of the five
p6r cent, loans brought out in London in the year 1868 exceeded
95, including the Swedish, Australian, New Zealand and Can-
ada loans, the lowest being the Swedish, brought out at 90, and
now selling at about par. We supposed, also, as I have already
stated, that all previous Massachusetts loans had passed into
the hands of investors, and that the market was clear for a new
negotiation.

I. arrived in London on the 31st of May, and found there a
very different state of things from what I had anticipated. The
recent speech of Mr. Sumner on the Alabama question had cre-
ated great irritation among all classes of people in England. I
encountered it in the City, in the House of Commons, on the
railways; in short, wherever I went. I wrote you fully my
first impressions on the fourth of June. I stated that a leading
capitalist, largely interested in America, had told me that within
a few days he had declined to make any offer for $50,000 of our
dollar bonds brought to him for sale, and that £lO,OOO of our
sterling loan of 1868 had been offered to Messrs. Baring at 86,
equal, with accrued interest, to 85 net. I expressed the opinion
that it would not now be possible to sell the bonds at 90, and I
asked a modification of my instructions on this point.

I remained in London at this time, a fortnight, in daily con-
ference with Messrs. Baring, the agents of the Commonwealth,
and with other leading houses, both English and German. A
good deal of interest was manifested in the loan, but I was
early satisfied that they were not prepared to give as much for
it as we had expected. I forbore, therefore, to press for offers,
or to make any, feeling that to talk of 90, the limit to which
my instructions confined me, would put an immediate end to
the negotiations. I took every opportunity to give information
about the State, its debt and resources; and to distribute a
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statistical paper on this subject, which I had prepared before
leaving home, with your approval, to promote the objects of my
agency.

I left London on the 12th of June for Paris and Germany,
and returned, by way of Amsterdam, on the 3d of July. A
few days after my return, I received my first, and only letter
from your Excellency, written after the receipt of mine of
June 4. You stated in this letter, that you were not disap-
pointed at the unfavorable report which I had rendered of the
state of the market, as the depressing effect upon our securities
of Mr. Sumner’s speech, and of a recent rise in the rate of in-
terest, had been anticipated in the Council Chamber.

You declined, however, to modify my instructions, until you
should hear the results of my visit to the Continent. I replied
to this letter, July 8, (the day after receiving it,) giving a very
full report of my visit to Paris, Frankfort and Amsterdam.
This report was not encouraging. In Paris, whereI saw several
large houses engaged in loan transactions, I found that nothing
was known about Massachusetts securities, and no disposition
manifested to learn anything, and though received with great
friendliness, I was advised that it would be useless to approach
the French people with an offer of our bonds. Being issued
by a State, they would be certain to be ranked as a security
inferior to the Federal loans, and bearing a lower interest could
not command as high a price. In Frankfort, on the other
hand, the bonds were well known, and highly esteemed by the
houses in intimate relations with the United States ; and there
was abundant willingness to bring them out on commission,
and by a few houses, a readiness to buy them outright. When
we came, however, to talk of prices, the London quotation was
uniformly consulted ; and I saw that it would largely influence
the offer. The bonds being issued in sterling, and payable
principal and interest in London, a reference to the quotations
of other Massachusetts bonds in that market, was to have been
expected. The American quotations of our five per cent, dol-
lar bonds was also ascertained, one party telegraphing to New
York to obtain it. The answer received showed that these
bonds were selling in Boston about eight per cent, below the
sterling bonds in London, both quotations being reduced to
United States currency. The same thing happened to me
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afterwards at Geneva; where the quotations in the “ Boston
Advertiser ” were consulted, and found to be fully 10 per cent,
below the sterling quotation in London. In both instances, the
parties making the comparison stated that they had no prefer-
ence for sterling bonds, and, at the price, much preferred the
dollars. I may here say, in general terms, that the prejudice
in favor of sterling, which, in a previous visit to the Continent
in 1865,1 had found to be strong among bankers, even on the
Continent, has now nearly, or quite disappeared ; the wide dis-
tribution of United States 5 per cents, in the interval having
rendered the dollar the most familiar of foreign denominations.

The best proposition made to me in Frankfort was to bring
the loan out on commission, or terms which would have yielded
to the Commonwealth, a net price of about 88J (the price at
which the loan of 1868 was sold, and which the Hartford and
Brie loan just brought out in London, will probably yield to the
road.) If I had been at liberty, under my instructions, to
meet this by a counter proposition, 1 am, confident I could have
got better terms; but as I was then limited, it would have been
useless to propose anything. I hoped on my return to London,
to find such a modification of my instructions, as would enable
me to resume this negotiation. Although better results might
not have been obtained than could be got in England, it would
have given the State an opportunity of trying a new market
under the auspices of most respectable parties, resident in
different countries of Europe, and accustomed to act together
as a “ consortium; ” and the opening of such a market, I had
always understood to be a leading object of my agency.

The chief obstacle to a satisfactory negotiation which I
encountered in Germany, was the great popularity of United
States bonds. They have been so long and largely dealt in, in
that market, that both sellers and buyers thoroughly under-
stand them. The loan of 1862 is controlled there, and they
are fast absorbing the later issues. These bonds are salable at
all times, and in any quantity: they are the principal feature
and barometer of the money market. Advances are made on
them at low rates of interest, and on a small margin. It is far
otherwise with the bonds of Massachusetts. They are known
to a few bankers and investors, only; and though admitted by
them to be as good, or even better than United States bonds,
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they lack all the marketable qualities; they are not quoted on
the Continental exchanges ; and conseqrrently there is no regu-
lar demand or ready market for them ; nor can they be easily
placed as collateral. Besides this, they bear a lower rate of
interest.

Failing to receive satisfactory offers for the purchase of the
loan, I endeavored to obtain favorable terms for hypothecating
it, according to my instructions. Money at Frankfort, how-
ever, was dearer than usual, and dearer than in other markets ;

and loans on five-twenties, which had been carried at four to
four and a half per cent, for a year or two previous, could not
be continued at less than five per cent.; while on Austrian
securities, which find a large market in Frankfort, even a
higher rate was demanded. I could, therefore, get no offers to
carry our bonds as low as five per cent., the rate offered by
Messrs. Baring in the previous April.

I went to Basle in Switzerland, on information that money
was to be had there at a cheap rate. I found that I could bor-
row there at three and a half per cent, on six months’ time, and
at four per cent, at nine months—a lower rate than I met with
anywhere else for so long a loan ; but the amount available was
not equal to our requirements, and a larger margin of collat-
eral would have been exacted than we should have been willing
to give.

At Amsterdam I saw the Messrs. Hope and a manager of the
Bank of the Netherlands, which is one of the best and richest
banking institutions in Europe. I was informed that, by the
rules of the bank, they could not lend me on pledge of our
bonds, without the guaranty of a Dutch banker, to be renewed
every three months. The rate was three and a half per cent.,
and the banker’s commission one per cent, more, making a
total of four and a half per cent.; but the necessity of so fre-
quently renewing the loan made it practicably unavailable to
the State ; and the bonds would not have been accepted as col-
lateral at more than 60 or 70 per cent.

On returning to London,! solicited propositions from Messrs.
Baring, both for a purchase of the loan, and for bringing it out
on commission. In the course of the conversations which I had
with them on the subject, they made particular inquiries as to
the future loans contemplated by the Commonwealth, saying

2*
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that it was important in bi’inging out a loan, to know and to
state in the proposals what other loans, if any, were likely to
come upon the market at an early day ; that the impendency of
such loans had always a tendency to depress the price, and bid-
ders, therefore, required assurances on this point. I replied to
this inquiry, that the following issues of sterling bonds were
authorized under existing statutes; though portions of them
could not come upon the market for several years, and some of
them might not come at all: (1) the 12,000,000, which I was
then authorized to sell; (2) 15,000,000 to be issued in fulfil-
ment of the Hoosac tunnel contract; (3) the interest on the
Hoosac debt, till completion of the work, say 11,500,000; (4)
$5,000,000 issued, and to be issued, to the Hartford and Erie
R. R. Co.; and (5) $3,500,000 authorized under the Act of
1869, to take up the currency War Loan; being a total of
#17,000,000 of authorized sterling bonds. Messrs. Baring ex-
pressed surprise that the aggregate amount of these authorized
loans was so large, and asked if a portion of them could not
be withdrawn, or issued only in dollars. 1 replied that this
could undoubtedly be done ;‘but that it would require legisla-
tion, which it was too late to secure until another year.

In my letter to you of July Bth, I expressed the opinion that
Messrs. Baring were not likely to offer more than 85 for the
bonds, and might probably offer less; and that, in my judg-
ment, a higher price than 85 could not be expected. I received
their proposals on the 9th, and communicated them to you by
letter on the 10th. They expressed an unwillingness to pur-
chase the loan, saying that the State could realize more by
selling it on commission, as they might have done in 1868; and
that their relations with the Commonwealth had been of so
long standing, and so intimate and confidential, that they did
not wish to have the name of making money out of it. They
proposed, therefore, to bring the loan out on commission on
their usual terms, charging one per cent, commission, one-
quarter brokerage, and the cost of stamps, about one-eighth.
They thought the amount proposed would be easily floated at
86, and perhaps at 87, especially if the bank rate of interest
should be reduced to three per cent., as was then contemplated.
If, however, you should be unwilling to sell on these terms,
they offered to renew the proposition made by Mr. Ward, in
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their behalf, in the April previous, namely, to advance eighty
per cent, on hypothecation of the bonds, at five per cent, inter-
est ; the loan to be repaid on six months’ notice, given subse-
quently to January 1, 1870.

At 86 the loan would have realized to the Commonwealth
about 84|, or one and one-eighth per cent, more than the price
obtained the previous year, being equal to $11,250 more in
gold on each million sold.

As this was a better proposition than I had received else-
where, though less favorable than I had hoped to get, I advised
you to act promptly upon it, as soon as you should receive my
letter; unless I should, in the meantime, receive some better
offer from Germany, which I promised to communicate by
telegraph. If you got no such despatch, I advised you to con-
sider the case closed, and if unwilling to sell on the terms pro-
posed by Messrs. Baring, then to accept their offer to make
advances on the bonds; and as no time was to be lost, I recom-
mended that you instruct me by telegraph.

I received no offers more favorable than the above, and
awaited your further instructions. I received, however, nothing
from you, except a telegram advising me of Mr. Loud’s coming,
until his arrival in Loudon on the 21st of August. He was
the bearer of written instructions from the Council, authorizing
a sale at a net price of 86 ; which, if sold on commission,
would have required the loan to be brought out at 87f.

The week after his arrival was spent by us in constant con-
ference with Messrs. Baring and other parties; and it resulted
in a definitive offer from Messrs. Baring, either to bring out
the loan at 86, or to advance a million and a half of dollars,
(the amount fixed by Mr. Loud,) on hypothecation of the
bonds, on terms already explained.

We communicated this offer to you by cable on the 26th of
August, adding that there was no prospect of any better offer
or market at present. We received your reply on the 30th,
saying that “ Messrs. Baring may bring out two millions at
88,” and that only half a million of dollars would be needed
before the Ist ofFebruary, for which you desired us to arrange.
The limit fixed by this despatch being two per cent, above that
which we had advised you was the highest attainable, and |

per cent, net above the price (86) at which Mr. Loud had been
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authorized to sell, we regarded as a virtual refusal to sell the
bonds, and as leaving us no alternative but to borrow money
on the terms offered. Mr. Loud and I were, however, entirely
agreed in opinion, that it was better to sell while the price of
money continued low, than to risk the changes of the market
which did not promise to be favorable, and that in view of other
loans impending, hypothecation was a hazardous expedient.
We communicated the substance of your despatch to Messrs.
Baring, and tried to induce them to bring the loan out at 87|,
subject to your approval. As the bank rate of interest had
now fallen to 2-|- per cent., we hoped that this figure might now
be attained. After taking time to consult their brokers, Messrs.
Baring declined to try the loan at this price ; stating that they
had been offered £30,000 of the bonds of 1868 at a net price of
85. This £30,000 had confronted us a week or two before in
another quarter ; and it turned out that it had been on the
market for several weeks, seeking vainly for a purchaser, to
the serious detriment of our negotiations.

The opinions of the brokers consulted were sufficiently dis-
couraging. A leading firm of the stock exchange gave a
written statement to Messrs. Baring in answer to their inquiry,
of which a copy was furnished to me, and sent by me to you.
I think this statement of sufficient importance, to quote it in
full.

“We have a difficulty in suggesting any satisfactory mode of
issuing a fresh amount of Massachusetts bonds in pounds sterling.
Recurring creations of stock, bearing different dates, interfere with
the usual market value of any stock; and Massachusetts securities,
though highly esteemed by those who know their merits, have
never been a marketable article; being held by a limited number
of investors—whereas, there are other five per cent, bonds, of good
repute, much more tempting in price, and dealt in largely every
day here, and on the Continent. We only know of five transactions
in them during the last three months; and we rather think that
the present holders have as much as they care to have. A creation,
moreover, from time to time, by a State in America, does not com-
mand the same favor as a National Debt stock, and should not
recur too often, which must tend to lower the standard of credit by
depreciating the price of issue.”
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The same criticism upon the frequency of our loans, was
made to me on the Continent by several parties. “ They say
Massachusetts is always borrowing.” I replied that the amounts
were small, and that the emissions were frequent because the
loans were in support of public works, which were constantly
going on ; but that the aggregate debt of the State was not
large as compared with its resources; while the sinking funds
afforded an ample protection for it. I found, however, that the
objection lay not to the magnitude of the debt so much as to
the frequency of the emissions. Each loan was threatened by
a successor, and the impendency of the second interfered se-
riously with the digestion of the first; while the fact that any
considerable part of the first remained undistributed, was a
serious if not a fatal hindrance to the negotiation of the second.
It was in this way that my own negotiations were interfered
with by the unsold portion of the loan of 1868, as well as by
the manner in which that loan had been distributed in London.
The unwillingness of present holders to increase their invest-
ment, is clearly stated in the broker’s letter just quoted.
Further inquiries instituted by Mr. Loud and myself, through
other members of the stock exchange, served to confirm this
statement. They reported that holders of the loan of 1868
thought they had paid too much for it, and complained that it
had not been registered on the books of the stock exchange, so
that they could neither get a quotation of it, nor sell it publicly.
The difficulty which was found in selling the parcel of ,£30,-
000, already referred to, (which belonged to the estate of a
nobleman lately deceased,) strikingly illustrates their position.
While Messrs. Baring were considering what they could do with
the loan, Mr. Loud and myself took the opportunity to consult
another eminent English and Continental house, whose co-oper-
ation would have been in the highest degree useful to the Com-
monwealth, both in the present and in future negotiations.
They received us cordially, and expressed a willingness to bring
the loan out, if they could control also the Hartford and Erie
bonds. Without such control of all bonds of the Common-
wealth to be offered at an early day, they said it would be im-
possible for any house in London to undertake it. As we had
no power to transfer the Hartford and Erie bonds to their hands,
the discussion could proceed no farther. The same objection
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was made by the leading German bouses with whom we con-
versed. In short, the position of the Hartford and Erie loan
gave Messrs. Baring the practical control of our negotiation,
and made such a competition as I had hoped for, impossible.
I do not state this as reflecting in the least upon the fidelity of
tliis most eminent and honorable house to the Commonwealth,
of which it has been so long the agent. I state it only as a
fact, for the existence of which no one can be blamed; but
which inculcates this practical lesson, that, so long as the State
is itself a borrower,it should keep the control of all bonds
issued, until they are sold ; turning over the avails of them to
the railways, or other parties to whom it may lend its credit.
I am aware that the opposite plan of issuing bonds to the rail-
ways, to sell or pledge as they may see fit, is as old as the crea-
tion of the first sterling loan in aid of the Western Railroad;
but at that time the State itself was not a borrower.

On the Bth of September, I telegraphed you that the loan
could not be sold on any better terms than we had before com-
municated ; and that, unless otherwise instructed, we should
hypothecate the bonds. I wrote you fully on the subject, at the
same date. You subsequently telegraphed authority to bring
the loan out at 86; but by that time the matter had been so
long discussed, and so unfavorably received, that Messrs. Baring
were unwilling to risk it even at the price so recently proposed
by themselves.

In a final interview with them at the beginning of October,
they were induced to make a proposition to buy the loan out-
right. This they offered to do at 84 per cent. ; and they gave
us till the first day of November to decide whether or not to
accept it. In the meantime, they advanced £ 100,000 to meet
the current liabilities of the Commonwealth ; and agreed to
increase the amount to .£310,000, if it should be wanted ; the
bonds pledged for such advances to be ultimately consigned to
them for sale, if their offer to purchase the whole loan should
not be accepted.

Within a few days after making this arrangement, Mr. Loud
and I returned to the United States, and on the 26th of Octo-
ber, met your Excellency and the Council at the State House.
In that, and several later interviews, the whole circumstances
attending our negotiations, were gone over in detail. With
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them my agency ended. I have understood that the offer of
Messrs. Baring to purchase the loan was not accepted, and I
am not informed as to whether any advances have been made
by them beyond the £lOO,OOO provided for by Mr. Loud and
myself.

I learn from the London papers that the Hartford and Erie
loan of £619,800 (the original 13,000,000) has lately been sold
by Messrs. Baring in that market. The nominal price was 87,
but as the bonds carried interest from January 1, and the
instalments are payable in April, May and June, the net cost
to the purchaser is only 85; and the result to the railway com-
pany, after paying commissions, about 83|—the price at which
the loan of 1868 was disposed of. But in April, 1868, gold
was 140, and the currency price realized was 116. Now gold
is only 118, and the currency price of the Hartford and Erie
bonds will be about a decline of more than 20 per cent.
At the prices of 1868, the premium above par realized in cur-
rency on £619,800 should have been $489,000. At the present
prices the discount purchase on the same amount will be
$113,000, making a difference, resulting wholly from the fall
in gold, of $602,000. It is evident, therefore, that we can no
longer get par in currency for our five per cent, sterling bonds
in London, and substantially the whole advantage which we
were able to obtain when gold was at a high premium, by issu-
ing our loans in that denomination, has disappeared.

When we received the offer of 84, Mr. Loud and I were in
favor of accepting it, and we so advised you. Gold was then
in the neighborhood of 130, and so continued through the
month of October; and the price in currency would have been
109. But the subsequent decline was so rapid, that if you had
accepted the offer, it is probable that you would not have sold
your exchange so as to realize that figure.

When I went abroad in May, gold was 140, and it continued
to average as high as 136 up to the Ist of October. If the loan
could have been brought out in July at 86, when I first com-
municated that proposition to you, or in September, after the
renewal of it by Mr. Loud and myself, gold being then 136, we
should have realized more than 115.

These figures, however, would have been subject to some
abatement, if the exchange had not been realized promptly ; as
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gold was continually falling during the autumn, and had
reached 120 by the end of the year.

As the wants of the Commonwealth were not pressing, it is
quite probable that this delay in drawing for the proceeds of
the loan would have occurred ; but the success of the negotia-
tion is to be judged by the results it would yield when the
arrangement should have been closed, and not as affected by a
subsequent decline of gold, over which no control could be
exercised, and as to which no reliable calculation could be
made.

In reviewing the circumstances attending the agency, of
which I have thus given a detailed account, I beg to indicate
the causes which contributed to the disappointment of our
hopes.

Wo had formed too sanguine an estimate of our own credit,
and relied upon quotations of our bonds which proved to be
almost nominal.

We were not aware that the loan of 1868 had never been
introduced upon the stock market, and that the highest price
at which it was ever sold (91) was two per cent, below the
quotations of the Bounty Loan, (quoted in July to November,
1868, at 93.) We were not aware that a large portion of this
loan remained unsold in the hands of its original purchasers,
and was then supplying the very limited demand of investors.
On the contrary, we expected to find an empty market, with an
appetite for our securities. We were not aware of the extremely
limited circle into which our bonds had hitherto gone, nor of
the infrequency and irregularity of dealings in them.

We reasoned incorrectly with respect to the influence of the
great advance in Federal stocks upon the price of our own.
Instead of stimulating the price, it had tended to depress it,
especially in England, where an investment demand had sprung
up for five-twenties, which did not exist a year or two before.
Ten-forty bonds, which in April, 1868, sold in London at 67,
equal to 73 in American gold, are now selling at 86, equal to
94 in American gold, an advance of 28 per cent.

The volume of desirable securities open to English investors
at low prices had largely increased within two years. A relia-
ble author, (Fenn on the Funds,) estimates that during the
two years ending with March, 1869, notwithstanding the severe
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depression of the period, securities were created on the London
market alone, representing <£120,000,000 (8600,000,000,) and
an authority equally reliable estimates that the amount of
Foreign and Colonial public stocks owned in England at the
present time is not less than £570,000,000, or 82,850,000,000,
a sum considerably larger than our Federal debt at its highest
point. The rates of interest on a majority of these stocks equal
6 and 7 per cent.

When I was in London in June, a considerable parcel of five
per cent, sterling bonds of the State of Maryland, endorsed by
the Baltimore and Ohio R. E. Co., sold at 76, with two per cent,
accrued interest; and the six per cent, sterling mortgage bonds
of the Pennsylvania R. R. Co., and of the Camden and Amboy
and New Jersey R. R. Cos., brought out in 1868 and 1869,
are said not to have realized to the corporations interested more
than 80. All these are securities of the first rank, and the
prices at which they were sold indicate the sort of competition
which we had to encounter.

The extreme irritation caused by Mr. Sumner’s speech on
the Alabama question, threw a cloud over our negotiation at its
very inception, and helped to increase a depression which was
due to other causes.

Among the special causes of embarrassment, the most influ-
ential was the position of the Hartford and Erie bonds in Lon-
don. I do not know that any better prices could have been
realized, if that loan had been out of the way ; but I have
already explained, that while it remained under the control of
one house, our negotiation was practically restricted to them.

I cannot but think that limiting me to so high a price was
unfortunate for the State. No agent can work freely or effec-
tively with his hands tied ; and I felt myself constantly embar-
rassed by inability to act. The distance from home and the
slowness of correspondence gave a dragging character to all my
operations. I think it was a mistake not to modify my instruc-
tions on this point when I requested it. The delay in giving
me instructions after my letter of the 10th of July, till the
arrival of Mr. Loud on the 21st of August, tended to weaken
the market; and when the instructions were received, they did
not conform to my advice until the middle of September, when
it was too late to do what might have been done earlier. If the

3
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first proposition of Messrs. Baring in July, to bring out the
loan at 86, had been promptly accepted, I have shown that the
loan might have been sold as high as 115 currency, unless a
loss was sustained by a failure to draw the exchange.

Estimated in gold, the advance which might thus have been
realized in the sale of 1868 would have been $22,500. Even at
the offer of 84, made by Messrs. Baring in October, the advance
would have been $lO,OOO in gold; in either case more than
enough to pay all the expenses of the agency. It is true that
we hoped to make an important gain by selling the loan in this
way, but if, in spite of new and unforeseen obstacles, I was
able to dispose of it at a higher price than had before been real-
ized, besides defraying all the cost and expenses of the agency,
I cannot admit that my undertaking was a failure.

In conclusion, I think it my duty to say, that I do not
believe that the ante-war prices of Massachusetts bonds in
European markets will be soon easily recovered. The prospect
of such a rise would be greatly promoted by a successful fund-
ing of the United States debt at a low rate of interest; but I
do not see how we can reasonably expect our five per cent.
State bonds again to sell above the Federal sixes. Even if the
competition of the Federal debt were removed, the mass of
cheap and desirable securities which still remains, is so large as
to render a rapid advance of our own bonds difficult. All
funded debts may be expected to fall when the revival of indus-
try in England and on the Continent takes place; and such a
revival cannot be much longer delayed. Interest will then rise
to its normal standard in England of five per cent., and much
money now locked up in securities will have to be liberated to
meet the demands of trade. The price of British consols fluc-
tuates very considerably with the rate of interest, and all infe-
rior securities will reflect these changes in a more marked
degree.

With high respect, I have the honor to be,
Your Excellency’s obedient servant,

GEORGE WALKER.
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Treasury Department, Boston, )

May 25, 1870. |

To His Excellency William Claflin, Governor
, fyc.:—

Sir,—In answer to an Order of the House of Representatives,
requesting your Excellency “ to procure from the special agents
sent to Europe, under the authority of chapter 201 of the Acts
of 1869, a report of their mission,” I have the honor very
briefly to state, that in pursuance of Orders passed by the Gov-
ernor and Council on the seventh day of August last, under
the authority of that Act I visited London, as a measure of
economy to the State, for the purpose of signing Massachusetts
sterling scrip, which an agent had been sent abroad to negoti-
ate, and thereby save the very large expense of transmitting
fully executed bonds in the usual mode, by registered mail,
estimated on the amount proposed to be sent at about ten thou-
sand dollars, for postage, notarial fees and insurance for their
safe delivery. On the receipt of the bonds in London, I signed
ten hundred and thirty-three blank bonds of the Common-
wealth, each for two hundred pounds, “ War loan,” and forty-
one hundred and thirty-three bonds of the Commonwealth,
each for one hundred pounds, “ Hoosac Tunnel loan,” and left
the same on deposit with Messrs. Baring Brothers & Co., at a
cost to the Commonwealth of my personal expenses while
absent.

While I was in Europe I availed myself of every opportunity to
obtain the most reliable information with regard to the demand
for our State securities and the prospect for a successful nego-
tiation for their sale. The Hon. George Walker, who on the
sixth day of May, 1869, was appointed special agent of the
Commonwealth to negotiate the sale or hypothecation of these
bonds, had then been in Europe for several months and had
thoroughly canvassed the whole ground. In conjunction with
him and individually, I enjoyed the privilege of frequent inter-
views with several of the principal houses, merchants, bankers
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and brokers, both in London and on the Continent, in reference
to the objects and purposes of the mission ; and was everywhere
received with great courtesy and kindness, and gratified with
the strongest assurances constantly received from the highest
sources, of the unbounded confidence in the financial credit of
Massachusetts. I soon became fully satisfied, in the existing
state of things, and particularly in view of the prejudicial com-
petition of three millions dollars of our State securities then in
the hands of a prominent house in London, pledged by another
party for moneys advanced, and consigned for sale and entirely
beyond our control, that a negotiation of our proposed loan
could not be made within the limits of our instructions, and so
the result proved. We did not, however, return without an
offer at a higher rate than was obtained for the previous loan in
1868, which was open to the acceptance of the State govern-
ment until the first day of November following our return.
The rapid decline in the price of gold would have seriously
diminished the amount we should have realized in currency
upon that offer. The offer was declined by the Governor and
Council, and the bonds still remain on deposit in London
unsold.

Before leaving London a credit was opened with Messrs. Bar-
ing Brothers & Company in favor of the State to the extent of
£lOO,OOO, with liberty to increase tbe same to £310,000, if
desired, at 5 per cent, interest. The indebtedness of the State
for advances on account of this credit is £74,375 ss. 4d., which
is still unpaid. The advantage to the Commonwealth in this
operation, is the difference in the cost of exchange on the
amount advanced, with gold at 135, and the rate at which it
may now be paid with gold at 115.

I remain with great respect,

Your obedient servant,

JACOB H. LOUD, Treasurer.


